Proprietor Prize-winning author renounces technology

Al Austria

The Daily Iowan

Prize-winning author Studs Terkel hasn’t posted his usual online ramblings on the Internet.

Terkel, whose real name is Abraham Terkel, is known for his commitment to the people and the Internet. His daily ruminations are read by thousands of people around the world.

"It’s a good way to keep in touch with the world," Terkel said.

But Terkel, who is also known for his love of the Internet, has decided to take a break from his online activities.

"I’ve been very active on the Internet," Terkel said. "But I think it’s time for a break."

Terkel said he plans to take some time off from the Internet to focus on his writing and his personal life.

"I’ve been very busy lately," Terkel said. "But I think it’s important to take some time for myself."

Terkel said he plans to return to the Internet in the future, but he doesn’t have a specific date in mind.

"I’ll be back when I’m ready," Terkel said. "But for now, I’m taking some time off."
New Yorker staffers in a huff over Roseanne's design contributions

**NEW YORK** (AP) - The New Yorker, the example of a contributor, ispersona and owner of the magazine, is upset over a design contribution by Roseanne Barr.

Two writers at the high-profile magazine said Thursday that Barr's involvement in the New Yorker's interior design has been contentious, as Roseanne, who helped pitch ideas for the magazine in the past, had ideas that some staff found offensive.

Barr has already aired her designs - a "Valentine's Day" theme and a "Liberation" theme - on her show, and is expected to pitch her ideas for the magazine's design in the future.

The magazine's editorial board, however, has not yet decided whether to accept Barr's designs.

New Yorker staffers have expressed concern over Barr's designs, which were sent to the magazine's art department last week. The magazine has not yet decided whether to use Barr's designs, and has asked Barr to rethink her ideas.

Barr has not responded to the magazine's request, and the magazine has not yet decided whether to accept her designs.

**ANTIOCH** (AP) - A University of Antioch student was found dead in his dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 21-year-old male, was pronounced dead at 8:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**PRINCETON** (AP) - A Princeton University student was found dead in his dorm room early Thursday morning.

The student, a 19-year-old male, was pronounced dead at 5:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**WILLIAMSTOWN** (AP) - A Williamstown College student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 20-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 7:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**RICHMOND** (AP) - A Richmond University student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 21-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 8:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**GREENVILLE** (AP) - A Greenville University student was found dead in his dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 19-year-old male, was pronounced dead at 5:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**WILMINGTON** (AP) - A Wilmington University student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 20-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 7:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**FREDERICK** (AP) - A Frederick University student was found dead in his dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 19-year-old male, was pronounced dead at 5:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**ST LOUIS** (AP) - A St. Louis University student was found dead in his dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 20-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 7:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**ROCHESTER** (AP) - A Rochester University student was found dead in his dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 19-year-old male, was pronounced dead at 5:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**BOSTON** (AP) - A Boston University student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 20-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 7:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**NEW YORK** (AP) - A New York University student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 21-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 8:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**CHICAGO** (AP) - A Chicago University student was found dead in his dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 19-year-old male, was pronounced dead at 5:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**ATLANTA** (AP) - An Atlanta University student was found dead in his dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 20-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 7:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**SAN FRANCISCO** (AP) - A San Francisco University student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 21-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 8:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**DALLAS** (AP) - A Dallas University student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 20-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 7:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**AUSTIN** (AP) - An Austin University student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 21-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 8:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**SAN DIEGO** (AP) - A San Diego University student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 20-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 7:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.

**LOS ANGELES** (AP) - A Los Angeles University student was found dead in her dorm room on Thursday morning.

The student, a 21-year-old female, was pronounced dead at 8:30 a.m. at a local hospital.

Police are investigating the death, and have not released any information about the cause of death.
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Metro & Iowa

House unanimously approves pregnancy termination bill

The Iowa House approved Mor- 
ning's controversial pregnancy ter-
mination bill, which aims to close
two different cases of a human pregnancy.

The bill is expected to go to the Iowa Senate for debate later this week.

Jean Fisher, center, discusses proposed legislation with her mother, Ann Fisher, right, and baby-

ter Samona Smit at the Statehouse in Des Moines, Monday. Fisher helped initiate the legislation
designed to toughen penalties in cases where crimi-
nal or reckless behavior ends a woman's pregnan-

ty.

**Legal Matters**

**Police**

Benjamin D. Drake, 21, 404 S. Gilbert St., was charged with disorderly conduct in a welding

shop under suspicion of being the suspect in the persons of employees.

Michael L. Hedges, 214 9th Ave. S., was charged with operating a vehicle while under the influen-

tance of alcohol in violation of a community.

Robert A. Deluca, 21, 404 S. Gilbert St., was charged with possessing a firearm without a per-

mission in violation of a community.

James D. Cuts, 19, 229 T. Roosevelt Blvd., was charged with using a computer to commu-

nicate with a minor under suspicion of being the subject.

Samantia L. Marsh, 16, 229 T. Roosevelt Blvd., was charged with using a computer to commu-

nicate with a minor under suspicion of being the subject.

Jacqueline M. Donahue, 21, 410 W. Johnston St. was charged with having a weapon in the

classroom under suspicion of being the subject.

**Transients**

Marriage License

Jennifer Callans and Mary Core 

were married in the marriage offici-

a.
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Gore unveils plans to revive Everglades

Nevada town capitalizes on supposed alien sightings

Robert Mary

RACHEL, Nev. — If E.T., the alien-looking creature from the movies, were coming to town, he might wind up at the Anchor Bar and Grill, just outside Rache, Nevada, near the Extraterrestrial Highway. It’s easy to get off the interstate highway and get lost in the small town.

Pat Travis and her husband, Joe, have lived in Rache for 28 years. They have been in charge of the bar and grill for 10 years, and they say they have seen extraterrestrial activity in the area.

"I saw a UFO," Travis said. "I was driving my car and I saw a light in the sky." She said she thinks the lights were UFOs, and she has seen them dozens of times.

The Travises run a small cafe that serves breakfast, lunch, and dinner. They also have a gift shop where they sell alien-themed merchandise.

"It’s a nice place to be," Travis said. "You can get away from it all and enjoy the outdoors." She said she enjoys living in the area and loves watching the UFOs.

Travis said she has seen UFOs as small as a Golf Cart and as large as a football field. She said she has seen them in the distance and up close.

"I think there is a lot of activity out here," Travis said. "People come from all over to see it." She said she enjoys talking to people about the UFOs and sharing her experiences.

The Travises have had many visitors over the years, including tourists and locals who are interested in the UFOs.

"We have had people from all over the world," Travis said. "They come to see the UFOs and to talk to us about them." She said she enjoys meeting people and hearing their stories.

"It’s a cool place to be," Travis said. "You never know what you’re going to see next." She said she looks forward to seeing the UFOs every night.

"I think the UFOs are real," Travis said. "I see them every night." She said she has never been able to catch a picture of a UFO, but she has seen them enough to know that they are real.

"I think there is something out there," Travis said. "I don’t know what it is, but I know it’s not just our imagination." She said she enjoys looking at the stars and thinking about the possibility of life on other planets.

"I think it’s exciting," Travis said. "I would love to see a UFO one day." She said she looks forward to the day when she might be able to see one for herself.

"I think it’s a mystery," Travis said. "I don’t know what’s out there, but I know it’s not just us." She said she enjoys thinking about the mysteries of the universe and the possibility of life on other planets.

The Travises are surrounded by stories of UFO sightings and strange happenings. They have heard tales of people who have seen UFOs and of people who have been inspired by the possibility of extraterrestrial life.

"I think it’s a magical place," Travis said. "I enjoy the mystery of it all." She said she looks forward to the day when she might be able to see a UFO for herself.

"I think it’s a wonderful place," Travis said. "I enjoy the people and the mystery of it all." She said she looks forward to the day when she might be able to see a UFO for herself.

"I think it’s a wonderful place," Travis said. "I enjoy the people and the mystery of it all." She said she looks forward to the day when she might be able to see a UFO for herself.

"I think it’s a wonderful place," Travis said. "I enjoy the people and the mystery of it all." She said she looks forward to the day when she might be able to see a UFO for herself.
ERICA bomb casualties may include bomber

Robert Barat

LONDON - The IRA's long-standing feud with the British government has finally come to an end. The IRA has announced that it will cease-fire until further notice. The cease-fire will last for six months, but the IRA has not yet announced what will happen after that.

The cease-fire has been welcomed by both governments. The British government has stated that it will do everything possible to bring about a lasting peace in Ireland.

The IRA has been responsible for hundreds of deaths and injuries in Northern Ireland. The cease-fire will hopefully lead to an end of the violence and allow for a peaceful resolution of the conflict.

The cease-fire is also being welcomed by the international community. The United Nations has stated that it will do everything possible to help bring about a lasting peace in Ireland.

The cease-fire is being observed by the IRA and the British government. The IRA has stated that it will not take up arms again unless forced to.

The cease-fire is being monitored by the international community. The United Nations has stated that it will send a peacekeeping force to Ireland to help oversee the cease-fire.

The cease-fire is a step in the right direction. It is hoped that it will be the first of many steps towards a lasting peace in Ireland.
Same-sex marriages: Too much

Matthew Strawn

The failure to support the legal recognition of same-sex marriages by some of the political leaders of this nation illustrates the concern of many of us, especially those who have no enough people to allow same-sex marriages on a national basis. The same-sex marriage debate is hot and the national rational thought. There have been arguments on both sides of the debate, and there are attempts to find a middle ground. The debate is not about who should have access to marriage, but it is about how the marriage institution is defined and who should have the right to marry.

As a nation, we have a responsibility to ensure that every individual has the same rights and opportunities. This includes the right to marry someone of their choice. The debate over same-sex marriage is not about whether people should be able to marry, but rather about how we define marriage and who should have access to it.

In recent years, there has been a growing consensus among legal scholars and policymakers that same-sex marriage should be recognized as a fundamental right. This is not only because it is a matter of justice and equality, but also because it is consistent with the values of freedom and self-determination that are at the core of our democratic society.

We must continue to work towards a society where all individuals have the same rights and opportunities. This includes the right to marry someone of their choice, regardless of their sexual orientation. Only by recognizing same-sex marriage as a fundamental right can we truly live up to our values of freedom, equality, and justice. It is time for us to stand together and support the rights of all individuals to marry in the way that is meaningful to them.
GOP doubous of Buchanan as nominee

John King

Associated Press

CONCORD, N.H. — From before President Bush's presidential primary establishment had settled on its nominee to win New Hampshire at the GOP's annual convention in November. GOP leaders, who worry Buchanan is mobbed by the media during a day. Buchanan has been receiving criticism from his own Republican establishment. Buchanan is mobbed by the media during a day.

All we threaten is changing the establishment and making this party more responsive to working people. Buchanan, in response to those who believe he is endangering the GOP's chances of defeating President Clinton already listed on the title of the next six weeks. Alexander plus has little reason to fear anything from the Dole or AREN 1996-7A
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Fat Tuesday yields its rewards

Mary Feste

The Daily Iowan

NEW ORLEANS — Jim Marcus and his band, Beau Jeste, spent Fat Tuesday seducing people down Bourbon Street.

"We've been playing for 15 years," said Marcus. "This is our first time playing New Orleans." The band was one of the many bands that went to New Orleans for Fat Tuesday.

"The street is loud and energetic," said Marcus. "We had a lot of fun."

The band played a variety of music, including jazz, funk, and rock. They were well-received by the crowd, who danced and sang along.

"It was a great experience," said Marcus. "We hope to come back next year."
Back ... for better or worse

Kingsbury returns in limited action

David Schwartz

The Daily Iowan

Chris Kingsbury will be back with the Hawkeyes Wednesday.

How much playing time will he actually get is anybody's guess.

Iowa coach Donnan said Monday that Kingsbury, who has missed nine practices over the course of the team's three-game

streak and seven falls from the field, had 15 days, so I'm kind of

getting my feet wet."

Chris Kingsbury on returning from his three­time suspension.

"I missed 10 days. It's kind of having a hard time getting back at the bottom," Kingsbury said. "Right now I'm just working my way back and try­

ing to help the team."

They improved a lot of things over the course of the last two weeks and I hope we can do a little bit better.

Iowa senior guard Karon Smith said Tuesday that the Hawkeyes' win over

Michigan State's 67-64 win Saturday was "a home­court Christmas.""I hate to go back that far and say we're going to be an offensive team, but two of his

starts have yet to score in regulation this season.

"We're just trying to get our rhythm back. We're trying to get our flow back, if you will," Smith said.

The Hawkeyes are currently in fifth place in the Big Ten and are looking to improve their season record to 12-6.

Iowa forward Ryan Gasser said Tuesday that "I think we're starting to get a little bit more confidence from the people around us."
Continued from Page A8
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has been playing, and

in the Boilermakers before back-to-
back wins.

In a stretch of the imagination, but he
knew that he had better use the
first time since the accident.

Iowa than McCausland’s

enough points to win.

Returning to a positive mental
attitude, but I’m representing

...complaining about the
equipment. He and Keady off the court

Lakers, 9:30 p.m.

Next: at Seton

Penn State.

is going to try to

But unlike fans and media who
have at times criticized Kingsbury, his
teammates have thing about his
game.

 coolant. She will resume

Spangler has
doubts. She’s had
gone 15 mid season ocul- siladation.

Kingsbury believes he’s been

not going to go to
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Chicago Bears' defensive tackle Shaun Cody gets two of his four tackles on Sunday against the Eagles' Brian Westbrook.

Associated Press

The Chicago White Sox's Mark Buehrle, left, and Evan Gattis celebrate a 3-2 win over the Kansas City Royals on Wednesday.

Associated Press

Bradley elevates game above Musresan

NBA ROUNDUP

LANDOVER, Md. - Shawn Bradley scored a season-high 37 points, many of them over 7-3 Shaquille O'Neal, as the Utah Jazz did a defenseless job of stopping Jordan by himself.

Terry Donnell and Biff Puig both had three hits for the Pacers. Biff Puig had two doubles and drove in three runs. Donnell had a single and drove in two runs. The Jazz scored three runs in the ninth inning for the sweep.

NBA ROUNDUP

ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Washington Redskins' Ken Hofford, right, celebrates with teammate Deion Sanders after picking off a pass during the Redskins' victory over the Los Angeles Rams on Sunday.

Associated Press

Penn State guard Tony Means scored 15 of his 17 points in the first six points in an overtime, as Penn State defeated Northwestern 87-85.

Associated Press

The Utah Jazz's Shawn Bradley scored a season-high 37 points, many of them over 7-3 Shaquille O'Neal, as the Jazz did a defenseless job of stopping Jordan by himself.

Terry Donnell and Biff Puig both had three hits for the Pacers. Biff Puig had two doubles and drove in three runs. Donnell had a single and drove in two runs. The Jazz scored three runs in the ninth inning for the sweep.
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The Utah Jazz's Shawn Bradley scored a season-high 37 points, many of them over 7-3 Shaquille O'Neal, as the Jazz did a defenseless job of stopping Jordan by himself.

Terry Donnell and Biff Puig both had three hits for the Pacers. Biff Puig had two doubles and drove in three runs. Donnell had a single and drove in two runs. The Jazz scored three runs in the ninth inning for the sweep.
College Basketball

**FREEMAN SENSATION**

Marbury Lifts Tech Atop ACC

Paul Newberry
Associated Press

ATLANTA — It's one of the most beloved sights in basketball.

Stephon Marbury stands at the top of the key, launches a three-point shot that's adorned with a talisman of a Peaceful Buddha, then turns and watches as his shot hits nothing but net.

"If we go left? Will he go right? What is a defender to do?"

"If I'll hit one and I probably got to put the basket every time," said Marbury, thefabulous freshman who is a frequent visitor to the top of the key — letting the time down the court.

"We've got to pick up our game," said Marbury, the fabulous freshman who is a frequent visitor to the top of the key — letting the time down the court.

"The defense is playing so well this year. They've got to pick up their game," said Marbury, the fabulous freshman who is a frequent visitor to the top of the key — letting the time down the court.

"I told him he could lead the ACC in
good-bye hands," said Marbury, the fabulous freshman who is a frequent visitor to the top of the key — letting the time down the court.

Marbury finished with 15 points, nine assists, three rebounds and a career-high five steals in Georgia Tech's 64-63 victory over Wake Forest.

Marbury's magnificent performance for a player who arrived in Atlanta this season as the most highly rated recruit in the country.
'Gilmore' misses par

Nathan Coopware
The Daily Iowan

Happy Gilmore (Adam Sandler) scores after a shot on the fairway in "Happy Gilmore." Courtesy of Universal Pictures

"Happy Gilmore" (Adam Sandler) receives a score of par with many great sports comedies. It has an intense, clumsy hockey player turned golf pro with a cartoonish feel. The comedy, seemingly bouncy and predictable, gets its kicks from players and officials, but the direction is perhaps too fast.

Happy's outrageous action, from swinging a club on the run to diving to retrieve a lost ball, are well suited for the film's unusual character and the film's friendly, cartoonish feel. In the spirit of other sports comedies, "Happy Gilmore" offers plenty of laughs. There's a sense of genuine enjoyment, but what it lacks is the emotional depth that can be present in other comedy films.

Happy does his best to please his fans, whether it's a sense of duty to work on the course or trying to prove his worth. He's a lovable character, and Sandler does a great job of conveying that. However, the film doesn't really explore his motivations or back story.

The film has its moments, but overall it feels like a missed opportunity. It could have been a lot more, but as it stands, it's a fun ride. Happy Gilmore (Adam Sandler) scores again.
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The Fairgrounds

Tony and I went out for pastrami today. We didn't like his and left.

The waitress came and asked how things were.

Tony said, "Fine!"
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Crossword

Edited by Will Shortz

ACROSS

2. $29.99 Daily Specials
5. V. I. P. Cheeseburger
6. Takeout Doggie
9. Carne Guisado
10. Chicago's at its best!

TUESDAY NIGHT'S BIGGEST PARTY

FREE BEADS TO 1st 400 PEOPLE

SPECIALS

$2.99 Daily Specials

M.V. Cheeseburger
Takeout Doggie
Carne Guisado

www.windyscitydogs.com

Sponsored by Windy City Dogs

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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WEDNESDAY

GETTING THE BUSINESS

Meeting set down for Thursday's Iowa State Board of Education meeting

OUTSTANDING PROFESSOR

Society Professor of the Year average for 20 years

NO JAILHOUSE

Texas judge rejects rap singer's plea for leniency and science, the reader has been

People
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JUMAMCA KINCAID

Author creates Carribean vision through childhood experience

Mike Price
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Her final print is simple. Her feet are bare, her skirt is short. The black and white photograph, which once graced a small place in the Caribbean, is now on a busy New York street.

This is the big city where Kincaid made her home when she arrived from Antigua in 1968 at age 18, where she discovered freedom, where she found her voice and where she became a woman.

"I wish I could have lived here with my husband," she said in an interview. "I wish I could have lived here with my daughter."


"It's a book about the discovery of herself," she writes, "and about the Caribbean."